Angel Initiations

ANGEL comes from ANGELOS which is the Greek word for messenger.

Angels are messengers from spirit (or GOD) allowing us a greater understanding and connection to the Higher Realms. Not only are angels messengers, they are also part of our consciousness, representing realms beyond thought and ideas. The human mind accepts information in the form of symbols and pictures therefore the manifestation of consciousness in the form of Angels enables us to communicate more clearly.

There are angels in Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, and Islam in many cultures and religions. Angels were reported in many ancient traditions. Traditionally in Shamanism (which is the primordial spiritual path of all indigenous people) there are reports of ascending birdlike spirits. These half-bird/half-human spirits are called the bird people or the bird tribes.

Throughout history angels have inspired creativity in the human race, poets, artists, writers, prophets and religious leaders as well as everyday men and women. Angels are associated with beauty, joy, fulfilment, laughter, harmony, healing, protection and peace.

Angels are a higher vibrational consciousness (divine or celestial beings) who have never existed on the Earth Plane in human form. They do not have karma or harbour low vibrational negative emotions connected to the lower planes. They are friends who bare gifts of pure light and love.

There are many different Angels known for different specific tasks and purposes. A nature angel is guardian or protector of a particular area on Earth such as a mountain. Archangels such as Michael with his sword of truth, and Raphael we associate with great healing, serve as guardians for our Sacred Earth and its inhabitants.

Messenger angels are angels that walk with us most closely, drawing near to guide us and assist us with our life’s lessons. A guardian angel is our own personal protector that is looking over us always. Your guardian is a very special kind of angel that is with you from the moment you are born to help you move towards the light. Your angels
want to help you. We are all on a journey including Angels and by helping us they too can progress along their path.

Angels will never tell you what to do. You have FREE WILL and it is your will to do whatever you wish. Angels seek to guide you along your path and whilst they can give you knowledge to make choices they cannot make them for you.

Angels can appear in many forms, the most popular being the biblical pure white winged form, however they appear to you in a way that is least intrusive and most acceptable to you and therefore a sighting is never the same.

Angel hierarchy
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The Angel Hierarchy, often referred to as "The Nine Choirs", is explained through a system that came from the book written by Dionysius the Areopagite during the sixth century. Throughout time these choirs of angels have performed specific duties and carried energies unique only to them.

There are 3 levels or 3 spheres, each containing three levels within each level or sphere. The first level, which is at the highest level of the astral, is collectively concerned with the universe and the manifestations of divinity within it. These angels manifest energy simply through pure thought, and possess the deepest knowledge, manifestations and inner workings of divinity. The Angels of the First Level are the Seraphim, the Cherubim and the Thrones.

Seraphim

The Seraphim (beings of pure light) are the closest to divinity and are considered the angels of pure light, love and fire. They keep negative energy from getting through to divinity and concentrate on keeping divinity intact and its continued existence by creating and carrying positive energy through all the levels of angels as well as into the physical realms.

You can access the Seraphim through prayer and asking, however, these
beings shine so brilliantly with light that you will never see them. Only God/Goddess and some of the other angels are capable of complete interaction with these beings.

Work with and request help from the Seraphim for issues relating to humanitarian and/or planetary causes. They also listen to group prayer and ritual.

Cherubim
The Cherubim's function is to guard the light and the stars as well as channel positive energy from the divine. Their name means, "those who intercede". These angels are of boundless love and knowledge and can function as personal guards. They watch over all the galaxies and collect and disperse energy where ever it is needed. When you are seeking divine protection, knowledge and wisdom, call upon the Cherubim. They also guard any religious temple, no matter how big, how small, how rich, or how poor.

Thrones
The Thrones are known as the "many-eyed ones", acting as investigators for the divine, as they create, send and collect incoming and outgoing positive energies. They are also instructors of humility. Justice is important to them, they will shine their light on injustices and send healing energy to any victim. Thrones are very interested in humans, their intentions and their general existence. They will generally channel energy to you through your guardian angel rather than directly with you.

Call on the Thrones where problems in relationships need to be smoothed out, be it groups of people or just 2 people, as well as planetary issues.

The Angels of the Second Level or Sphere concern themselves with the cosmos and those angels assigned tasks below them. They also carry out the orders from the angels of the first level. The Angels in the Second Level are Dominions, Powers and Virtues.

Dominions
The Dominions (Dominations) are the divine leaders involved in combining the spiritual and the material, without losing control. They are the order of the law of cause and effect. They bestow "natural leadership" and make sure that humans are happy and healthy under the given leadership. They do not
approve of corrupt and unjust churches, civic leaders, politicians and
governments whom do not have the highest concern and best interests of the
people at heart. They will make adjustments where need be. Call on them for
mediating and arbitrating and for divine wisdom.

Powers
These are the Angels that keep track of human history. They are organizers
of world religions and send divine energy to keep the positive aspects of the
religion going. They dispense justice and regulate chaos. They will send
messages when someone or something is out to harm you. They are seen as
divine warriors. They are excellent at divulging hidden ego based agendas
that can harm others.

Call on the Powers when you are in trouble. They will help you to see
through situations and problems. They will defend your home, your family,
your property, or any group of people who call on them to help protect and
defend them. They will send messages through many means. Through the
power of our sixth sense, gut feelings, dreams, etc.

Virtues
The Virtues main focus is to send massive quantities of spiritual energy to
the collective human consciousness and the earth plane. These Angels are
known as "The Miracle Angels". The Virtues love go-getters and those that
strive to go beyond and accomplish what others call impossible. They love
positive people who try to help, enlighten and lead others toward harmony.
They also work and guide the elemental energies: Earth, Air, Fire, Water
Spirit and weather patterns. They are the angels of nature. When you are sick
or scared, call on the Virtues. When you are working with a healing, call on
the Virtues.

The Third Level or Sphere are the most involved with humans and human
affairs and are considered the Angels of Earth. They interact with us and our
lives. They are called the Principalities, Archangels and the Angels.

Principalities
The Principalities guard continents, countries, cities, and other large groups,
as they work toward and for global reform. They are found where groups of
people meet and congregate for everything from learning, decision making
and having fun. The channel positive energies from the physical to divinity and from divinity to the physical. They are protectors of politics and religions and they watch human leaders to help them make the right and just decisions in human affairs.

Call on the Principalities where extinction of animals is concerned, inadequate leadership or ruler ship (in any form from churches to politics to companies), for human rights and against discrimination.

Archangels
The Archangels can actually belong to several levels, but they enjoy dealing with humans when and where they can. They are considered the "Special Forces" of the angelic realms. They channel positive energy to the physical from the divine and from the divine to the physical.

Angels
These are the angels assigned to us, such as our Guardian Angels. They are concerned with issues involving human and physical manifestation. They also, like the other angels, channel from divinity to us and from us to the divine. They are our closest companions and are assigned to us through all incarnations on earth. They help us through the transformation of death and birth, help us to carry out our divine plans, defend us and help protect us when we are in trouble, and call in the forces of all of the other angels when we need them. However, they will not interfere with many things unless asked by us. When asking for help from the angels, be sure and be precise in asking for what you want, and be sure to keep your intentions pure. Your Guardian Angel can come from any of the levels and has an open line of communication with all of the angels in all levels.

Hierarchy of angels:
Traditionally this has been held to relate to an order of ranks an immutable structure of authority, but this is a very Earth bound and mundane view. Angels do not see themselves as separate individuals in the way humans do and this Hierarchy is held to be more of a way of defining for the human understanding the functioning of the Angelic realms. This has been almost impossible to explain because discussion gets too esoteric All is one and one are all. I've found that some Physicists seem to understand what is meant
Recognising Angel Vibration
Many of us light workers today are more in tune with our touch senses and work closely with energy vibrations. It is therefore not unusual for you to feel the presence of an Angel (instead of seeing one) by sensing the Angelic pure resonance.

An Angelic visit is often accompanied by a sweet pure scent of flowers, or a slight breeze of a fluttering of their wings. You may be lucky enough to hear the beautiful music or most commonly feel their pure loving energy washing over you. One thing is for sure, if you sense an Angel standing beside you it probably is.

The fortunate ones find a feather when their celestial friends have departed.

Call in the love & light
You no longer need to be alone! To call angels into your life you need only ask! The vibration of thought and prayer is energy which is sent out into the universe and to the Higher realms in a blink of an eye. Your prayers are answered as the Angels cross over to be near you.

The higher your vibration the closer to the Angelic realm you can be and the easier it will be to communicate with them. How they long for us to 'wake up' and finally take notice. The Earths collective consciousness is resonating at a higher level as we seek the answers to our questions. The Angels bridge the gap between the earth and the divine.

Preparation for the attunements
It is important that you achieve the right mind to receive the initiation and feel the energy of the Angels. You can do this by allowing yourself to achieve a beautiful relaxed state. If you prefer you can ask someone to be with you. I have included this meditation for you to follow during your initiations to assist in this process.

This meditation is for adult purposes only and is intended as a guide, you
can alter the meditation to suit your own needs and requirements.

*Make yourself comfortable either in a meditative position or lying on the floor or bed.*

*Relax your body. Take seven deep, slow breaths, feeling the air move not only through the lungs but through your whole body.*

*With each breath you take picture yourself as a tree firmly rooted to the ground, as you breathe in, you breathe in the energy of the earth, the energy that sustains all living things.*

- Concentrate on the first chakra at the base of your spine: the Root chakra. Draw Energy from the Sacred Earth up to this chakra. Picture the chakra as a kind of 'wheel' in a deep red color. Draw in the Earth's energy and feel the pulse or vibration of the energy. Picture the wheel starting to spin in a clockwise direction. (you may alternatively like to picture it as a flower blossoming) as it is filled with the beautiful Sacred Earth energy

- Now let the Earth's energy move up to your second chakra, the Sacral or Sexual chakra, which is just above the pubic bone. Picture is as a beautiful bright orange, picture the chakra absorbing the energy and beginning to spin or blossom.

- Move to the next chakra, the Solar plexus, fill this area with beautiful energy and see the chakra blossom the most beautiful and brightest yellow

- Now let the energy fill Heart chakra; picture the chakras blossom the purest green the earth could bestow. Basque in the energy for a while, feel the love as the chakra is revitalised

- When you are ready move up to the throat chakra, and picture a blossoming or spin of the pure blues like the color of a beautiful ocean on a summer’s day take pleasure in the revitalisation of the chakra.

- Let the Earth's energy move up to the third eye chakra feel it tingle as the energy revitalises this chakra, picture the blossoming in deepest indigo

- finally let the Sacred Earth energy rise to your crown chakra, feel the tingling sensation and picture the chakra blossoming in beautiful purples and violets, now draw in the pure white light from the universe, you are at one with the universe the environment and
yourself, draw the universal energy down through your chakras, intensifying their colours, bask in the energy feel the loving light and revitalising energy.

Now that you are resonating at a higher level of pure light, call in the Angels. Ask that they draw near to you and join you in your beautiful initiation and show you how to connect freely, ask that they share their pure healing energy with you. Make a positive affirmation to draw in the energy and feel it wash over you cleansing, healing and replenishing.

Basque in the energy for a while....

When you are ready thank the Angels for sharing their love and light with you. Send them pure love in return. Slowly close your Crown and Root chakras sealing in the pure Angelic energy. Do this by visualizing these chakras slowing down their spin and sealing off the energy, or the petals of the flower closing up sealing in the beautiful energy, picture all the chakras one by one gradually return to their original glowing state.

Take three revitalizing breaths before slowly returning to the room.

Alternatively if several initiations are taking place it may be more appropriate to use the Angel invocation prior to the initiations.

Angel Invocation from Ask your Angels

This is a perfect chant for you to raise your vibration and invoke the Angels. Relax in a meditative state and chant three times.

Eee Nu Rah
Eee Nu Rah
Eee Nu Rah

Zay

Eee means 'all that i am that is not physical, my mind and my emotions'

Nu means 'my physical body'

Rah means 'my soul'

Zay means ' in the company of the Angels'

Initiations
There are 4 initiations as part of the Angel initiation and are all completed as one. Each one is very important and must be completed in this order.

The Third Eye Initiations There are several variations of Third Eye Initiations which have been passed down in various beliefs such as Wiccan, Buddhism, Tibetan teachings, however we will use the mandala which originated in Eastern religions. It is circular and represents the Universe and wholeness. The mandala has been used by many to align themselves to the Angels.

Upper Astral Crown Initiation which seeks to fine tune your alignment and open a clear channel to the Angels that you can accept messages and healing directly.

The Heart Initiation seeks to open the heart chakra, which is essential in working with healing energy in any form. This Initiation plants a seed and it is up to the individual to develop that energy through meditation and practice.

Angel Initiations These Initiations aim to connect you directly a spiritual presence or a new guide or angel guide. It is the final initiations in the set and the most important. You are open and you are ready. This initiation is for channelling healing, receiving guidance and forming a connection to celestial beings. It is usual to feel waves of pure love and energy washing over you as the Angels make themselves known.

How to pass on Attunements
To pass on remote attunements repeat as below but use a proxy. It must be understood that it is not essential that an attunement is passed on. It is the recipient that does all the work, they are the ones that open the channel of light, the teacher is only a guide who can assist in the process by raising the vibration with their energy.

Begin as mentioned above, allow the recipient to obtain the right mindset to receive the attunements by using the meditation or chant.
Ask that the Angels join you on this day to assist you in initiating (name) to the Angel Light.

Ask that the Angels make themselves known on this joyous occasion.

Close your eyes and picture the mandala in your third eye. Imagine it travelling up to your crown opening a channel for the Angel Light. As your crown opens feel the vortex of energy travelling down through your body aligning it and tuning each energy centre into the vibration.

Open your heart and let the energy flow.

*Third Eye Attunement* - Draw the mandala on the third eye of the recipient picture it opening up this area. Ask that they might see the presence of Angels.

![Mandala for Third Eye Attunement](image)

*Upper Astral Crown Initiation* - Draw the mandala above the crown, picture this area opening and the light energy vortex travelling down through the crown and filling each energy centre as it goes. Above the crown draw the infinity sign followed by the Astral connection symbol and finally the infinity sign. This is to finely attune and sensitise to the energy.

![Mandala for Upper Astral Crown Initiation](image)

*Heart Attunement* - Repeat by drawing the mandala, the infinity, Astral connection and infinity once more. Take the recipients hands and place them over their heart. This is where a sense of knowing washes over them as they are accepting pure loving Angel Light into their hearts and lives. This can be very emotional for the recipient.

![Mandala for Heart Attunement](image)
Angel Initiation - Place your hands over (not touching) the solar plexus and crown chakras of the recipient. Call in the Angel light one by one and send it into these points, aligning and sensitising as you go.

1. Archangel Michael - Angel of Unity & Defender of Light, Guardian of Humans on Earth. We call upon your presence and Mighty Power. We call upon your light. With your sword of Truth, cut the cords of attachments binding (name) from progression, let them be free and go forth in love and pure light.

2. Archangel Gabriel - Angel of the Mercy, Annunciation, Death & Resurrection. We invoke thee and call upon your light. We give our hearts and love and ask for Mercy and Grace to cease the suffering on earth. May you swiftly clear the blockages to open our eyes and hearts to transform and resurrect us to our Divine identity.

3. Archangel Raphael (or Labbiel) - Greatest healer of all, we invoke thee and call upon your light. We give our hearts and love and ask that you remove all illness, disease and negativity from our hearts and souls. Wrap us in your protective wings and assist us in your work to heal the world.

4. Archangel Ariel (Uriel) We invoke thee and call upon your light. We give our hearts and love and ask that you assist us on our spiritual path. Open our eyes that we may see, open our ears that we may hear, enlighten our souls.

5. Angel of the Christ Presence We invoke thee and call upon your light. We give our hearts and love and ask that you increase our power of prayer to enhance its effectiveness for the Highest Good of all. May your presence be felt now in the lives of all who are prayed for, and the light within guide them on their path.

6. Angel of Open heart - We invoke thee and call upon your light. We give our hearts and love and ask that you fill our hearts with your healing light right to the core dissolving all hurts and allowing our love to flow freely.

7. Angel of Dreams Come True - We invoke thee and call upon your light.
We give our hearts and love and ask that you join us in our manifestation for the Highest good. Let us be open and accepting of the divine gifts that the universe provides.

8. Angels in Core of the Earth - We invoke thee and call upon your light. We give our hearts and love and ask that you fill us with the Divine essence that we may radiate it into the earth to balance and harmonize and obtain purification and harmony. Help us to heal the Earth.

9. Angel of Divine Mother of Creation - We invoke thee and call upon your light. We give our hearts and love and ask for inspiration and awareness drawn into our being that we may follow your guidance and will of the divine and become in true harmony with all in creation.

10. Angel of the I Am Presence - We invoke thee and call upon your light. We give our hearts and love and ask that we may attune to your frequency and gain true insight. Align us with our true Purpose that we are thinking, Being, Acting with purity and integrity, Love and Light in our lives now.

11. Rasiel - We invoke thee and call upon your light. We give our hearts and love and ask that you may plant the seed and its nourishment within us for our Divine Mission and purpose upon the planet. Assist us in manifesting our true path of enlightenment to achieve our Divine Destiny now.

12. Twelve Solar Angels - We invoke thee and call upon your light. We give our hearts and love and ask to receive your Divine Light. Permeate every atom of our being expanding our chakras (energy centers), allowing our spiritual powers to overflow. Let us manifest and serve as a vessel for this light to activate the inner fire of others.

This is a very powerful attunement:

Thank the Angels for gracing you with their presence. Ask that we may all work closely with the Angels and let ourselves be guided on the right path. Send love and light from your heart, to the Angels and the Earth. Close by placing your hands in the prayer position and picturing your crown and base chakra closing sealing in the pure divine light.

**Diamond heart**

To increase self compassion and awareness of your inner divine nature, visualize / imagine a three dimensional diamond of radiant light inside your heart make the image as real as you can maintain the focus for approximately five to fifteen minutes. if your mind wanders when you notice just bring your attention back to your heart and the diamond of light within it. When you wish to end the meditation simply return your attention
A variation: After establishing the image of the radiant diamond within your heart, allow it to expand and surround you and your energy body and simply sit within it for five to ten minutes. To end the meditation you can call the diamond of light back into your heart and then return your attention to the outside.

Standard Angel Healing Position

Place one hand (if on right side of body, use the right hand) on the solar plexus and your other hand on top of the head (crown chakra). Do not move hands during the healing.

(Self healing, work on your crown, heart and solar plexus.)

Invoke the energy by asking the Angels to join you in this healing "Angels of light I invoke thee, I ask that you assist me with this healing" and repeat three times. This will start the energy flow.

To end: Thank the Angels for gracing you with their presence. Ask that we may all work closely with the Angels and let ourselves be guided on the right path. Send love and light from your heart, to the Angels and the Earth. Close by placing your hands in the prayer position and picturing your crown and base chakra closing sealing in the pure divine light.

Invoking a specific Angel energy

You can also invoke any specific angel or entity while the energy is flowing. You simple say "I ask that Archangel Michael assists me with this healing, may you use your mighty power and sword to free this person from blockages, that they may progress on their path to enlightenment" and say this three times.

A Prayer To The Angels

Dear Angels

We ask that you join us on the earth to walk with us and amongst us. We urgently ask that you protect and heal the realm of Earth and help us to
restore Gaia to Her former beauty and harmony.

We pray for your assistance because in our denial, we have allowed destruction of ourselves, nature and the Earth. Slowly misinformation has spread which blinded us in the confusion at the risk or our health, our minds, our hearts, our relationship with our Earth.

We are left with spreading diseases, the diminishing ozone, and weapons of mass destruction, chemicals, poisons, violence, and hatred.

We ask for divine intervention, we accept our responsibility for the mess we have created; we ask that you show us how to put right all the wrongs. We ask for forgiveness and ask that you walk amongst us to show us the way.

We ask that you help us heal the world and all its beings.

We ask that you show us how to look within ourselves for the answers, that we may not lay blame on others.

We ask that you help us create heaven on earth

Blessed be

SOLAR ANGELS

Solar Angels like Devas are very magnificent beings. Their expertise is energy. They are capable of working with and manipulating almost any form of subtle energy on many different levels of reality. They aren’t bound by time or space and are capable of working energetically in any time if necessary to accomplish a task. It is said that Solar Angels are endowed with great knowledge and are the force behind our own consciousnes ability to exist. They are reputed to be the creators of our own ego structures. At higher levels a lot of communication goes on between our personal Solar Angels. It is because of this communication that we are able to work in groups an not get lost within the group energy. Originally, I started working with Solar Angels when performing distant attunements. What I discovered
was that they can do just about anything that involves energy including taking over healings, amplifying energy, attunement to additional energies, etc. With the Solar Angel's input a process that would normally take forty minutes might only take twenty. Solar Angels can also take a process usually done in a short time and spread it out over a longer period to lessen the shock and burden of the process.

Meeting Your Solar Angel, the Angel of the Presence
You have been clearing your field of consciousness and bringing in new consciousness as you contacted the Will to Initiate. Because you are doing so well, I am offering this advanced practice to meet and receive energy from a great Angel who has been a part of your life since your first earth life, one who loves you, and who is always working for your evolution. I am including much information about this Angel, as this being is very important to you and contact can greatly accelerate your growth. Read this practice at your own pace, and meet and merge with the Angel only when you feel ready.

The Angel you will meet is your solar Angel, also called the Angel of the Presence. This Angel embodies the light, energy, and consciousness that it will pass to you and that you will eventually embody yourself as you evolve. This solar Angel is with you during all your lifetimes. Your solar Angel will stay with you to guide your evolution until you are liberated from taking a physical body. The solar Angel is not your guardian Angel who watches over you from the beginning until the end of your current lifetime, but a greater Angel who is with you during all your lifetimes.

You are ready to know and work with your solar Angel. Even though you may not be consciously aware of its Presence, this Angel joins its energy with yours every time you work with the Will to Initiate, bring in new consciousness, and use the Divine Flame and the Sword of Truth. This Angel acts as a bridge to your spirit until you can contact your spirit and know yourself as spirit at every level of your being. The Angel adds its Will to your will to increase your ability to restore and implement your Divine Blueprint.

Why Work with the Solar Angel
You can become aware of and work with your solar Angel to accelerate your growth. As you do, it will become easier to grow and to make changes in your life because you are working at the right level to bring about change. You are working at the level of cause rather than effect, the level where true and lasting change occurs. You are no longer using your personal will and struggling to change; you are linked with your solar Angel who can assist you in taking the next steps of your journey of enlightenment in the fastest, most efficient way.

You can work with this Angel to integrate and bring into every level of your being all the energy, spiritual power, and Will you have received from the Will to Initiate as you worked with these practices. If you feel you are ready at the deepest level of your being for an acceleration of your spiritual growth, proceed to make contact with this Angel.

As you become aware of and connect with your Angel of the Presence, you can receive the consciousness that is being offered. You can open up to this source of spiritual inspiration and strength. You evolve spiritually, mentally, emotionally, and physically as you consciously call upon and open to receive the light of this Angel, a light that illuminates and transforms your consciousness.

Working with your solar Angel can greatly assist you in assimilating and using energy from each of the various Wills. You will work with this Angel throughout your study of Divine Will. This Angel works with the energy of each quality of Divine Will, and is ready to pass on to you, through expansions of consciousness, the ability to align with each of the Wills.

Connecting with Your Solar Angel

Set your intention to meet and work with your solar Angel. If you would like to contact this Angel, start by asking Divine Will for the consciousness to be able to sense your solar Angel in some way. Receive disks of consciousness, letting them flow down through the top of your head, lighting up your central pillar.

Your central pillar begins to illuminate a great Angel. Imagine that a radiant angel is becoming visible as you look with your inner eyes. This Angel is the purest, most beautiful, powerful, and radiant light you can imagine. Your solar Angel lives in the formless, nonphysical worlds and is a being of light.
You may sense that this Angel has an exquisite fragrance, a beauty of color and of vibration, a glorious sound, and immense light. You may feel great peace rather than seeing anything with your inner eyes. Many people do not hear, see, or feel anything unusual, and this is fine. All that is needed to continue and to receive energy from this Angel is your intention and commitment to contact your solar Angel.

"Standing" in the Burning Ground

Become aware of a field of light all around this Angel. It is sometimes called the "burning ground," for the great illumination the Angel radiates "burns away" and purifies all lesser energies. This solar Angel is radiant with solar fire, light that comes from higher dimensions, not with the properties of physical fire, but instead somewhat like the brilliant illumination and warmth that you receive from the sun. For this reason the solar Angels have also been called the Lords of the Flame and the Spheres of Fire.

Imagine that you are symbolically "standing" in the light of your solar Angel. Picture yourself approaching the Angel, moving into the field of solar fire around the Angel. You might find yourself at the edge of the Angel's solar light, or moving closer to the Angel, as close as feels comfortable. The Angel's light grows more brilliant and intense, more purifying and powerful the closer you move toward this Angel.

As you draw closer to the Angel, sense the Angel becoming aware of you. The Angel is aware of every thought you have had and every deed you have done, all the way back in time. Within the consciousness of the Angel is a record of everything you have experienced, every gain, every lesson, every insight and understanding you have had.

This Angel views every moment of your life with love and understanding, seeing the higher intention that has propelled you forward, even if you were unable to express this good intention in the best way. This Angel sees all the good and beautiful within you, knowing that anything other than the expression of your Divine blueprint, inner beauty, and perfection is an illusion.
The Angel knows exactly where you are at on the continuum of your path of spiritual evolution, what is next for you, what lessons you are learning, what consciousness you are able to express, the quality of your thoughts, the flow of your emotions, and the radiance of your light. There is no judgment, only love and acceptance. You are loved! This Angel loves you!

Purifying Your Physical Body

The Angel can work with you to release any inappropriate energy from your physical body, and to restore your Divine blueprint of health, vitality, and well-being. Picture your physical body coming into the solar light of the Angel. You are becoming infused with solar fire; light that can restore the Divine blueprint of your health, vitality, and physical well-being, to the extent that you allow this to be done.

This is the Angel who can work with the forces, devas, and energies that make up and affect your physical body. The powerful light of this Angel can dissolve any energy that is holding you back, away from the light, and from your health and well-being.

For example, if you have cravings for physical substances you would like to release, you can ask the Angel to "pull out" or dissolve any energy within you that is causing these cravings. Ask to have all distortions in your health blueprint purified and restored to their original intention. Ask the Angel to release anything within you that might be working against you and your health, well-being, and aliveness. These may be thoughts, beliefs, illusions, emotions, desires, misperceptions, or the influence of mass consciousness and cultural conditioning.

Forgive yourself if you have not had the "willpower" to release addictions or cravings. The personality does not by itself have the ability to release the energies that are the cause of cravings and addictions. That is why you need to call upon a higher power. The Angel does have the spiritual power to dissolve lesser, denser energies held in your aura and physical body. This Angel has the power to face these energies, to command them, and to send them away.
This Angel can command any lower, inappropriate, less light-filled energies you have absorbed to leave your body. When you work with the solar Angel you are working at the level of cause, releasing the energies that are causing cravings and additions. All you need do is have the intention and motivation to release these energies, and then call upon and work with this Angel.

Affirm that you are ready and then ask it to help you remove the denser energies within your body that are craving inappropriate foods. This may happen right away, or it may take time. Keep working with the Angel until you feel a shift. The release may come in levels and layers, slowly lessening the attraction of substances you want to stop craving, or that you feel addicted and bound to.

Once the Angel fully and completely removes these energies, there will be nothing within you that will crave these substances and they will no longer hold you in their sway at a physical level. However, you can bring these energies back if you are not clear in your intention and do not truly want the change.

If you want to strengthen your commitment, intention, and desire for this change, work with the Will to Initiate and the Enlightened Ones who can help you strengthen and sustain your desire for these energies to be released and for the Divine pattern to be restored in this area.

Purifying Your Emotional Body

As you stand in the aura of your solar Angel, let this radiance of solar fire purify your emotional body. All emotions that are holding you back, all the ways of handling your emotions, thinking about them, and any control your emotions have over you is being released and evaporates in this fire of purification.
Every moment you have doubted yourself, felt bad, cried, been in pain, felt betrayed, hurt, angry, righteous, or self-defensive is being burned up in this light. All emotions that have separated you from acknowledging your true Self, inner strength, and wisdom are dissolving. Any feelings that make you feel isolated, alone, apart, better than, or less than others is melting away, replaced with a sense of connected, joyful, and flowing energy. You experience a new lightness of being.

The power of the Angel to burn away all lower energies increases as you move deeper into the field of solar fire that surrounds this Angel. The mists and fogs of desires and attachments; all energies that have imprisoned you, lifetime after lifetime; the fears and misunderstandings, and the ancient energies are being eliminated in this solar fire. You are letting go of energies that have created struggle, that have felt like a war within. You are releasing resistance to your higher good.

Your emotional body is becoming a translucent field of love, radiant kindness, and compassion. Your motives are pure and you are filled with goodwill toward all life. As your emotional body is purified, it becomes so pure it blends into the Angel's field of love. You reflect the Angel's pure and unconditional love. You are no longer emotionally affected by the emotions of others or by mass consciousness. Instead you reflect the joyful, loving, flowing radiance of this Angel.

Purifying Your Mental Body

Let the Angel's solar fire touch your mental body. Imagine that all limiting, lesser, rigid, or negative thoughts, ways of thinking, illusions, and beliefs are disappearing in the radiant light of the Angel. The Angel is clearing away, dissolving, and releasing all incomplete thoughts that go nowhere or cycle around and around. Old desires, no longer wanted, are being cleared. All that blocks your mental body from receiving pure illumination and light is dissolved, disappearing in the brilliant light of the Angel.

The solar fire of the Angel illuminates and clears any thoughts that do not reflect the light of your spirit. These are thoughts that do not reflect light back to you, that take energy to maintain, and give you no energy back. The
Angel is restoring the Divine blueprint to your mental body and bringing you new connections to the Universal Mind where none existed before. Be inventive as you use your imagination to sense this Angel clearing your mental body with its radiant light.

Even though you may notice no immediate difference in your body, emotions, or mind after working with the Angel in this way, something is changed. Some lesser energies are released, higher ones are brought in, and your Divine blueprint is restored in some area of your life. Certain thoughts will no longer appear. Your emotions will be more flowing, and this will seem natural and normal, as if it is how you have always been. You will be less affected by the thoughts and emotions of others, and clearer and stronger in your sense of Self.

Identifying with the Solar Angel

Let yourself identify with this Angel as who you are. You can ask for more consciousness from the Will to Initiate to allow you to look out through the perspective of this Angel and to have its consciousness. The Angel is offering you the opportunity to move into its consciousness and look at yourself through its eyes. This is what your solar Angel has always wanted, for you to know your oneness with it.

Using your imagination, picture yourself drawing closer to the Angel of the Presence until you are symbolically eye to eye, face to face, and hand to hand. Slowly and gently, merge your awareness with the consciousness of this Angel of the Presence until you can look out through the eyes of the Angel at your personality self. You see that you, the personality self, are a part of this Angel.

You, the solar Angel Self, are giving this vision of wholeness to you, the personality self, for the purpose of having you, the personality self, know and become aware of the greater being of the Angel that is also who you are. You can know yourself as the Angel of the Presence in addition to knowing yourself from the perspective of spirit, soul, and personality. This knowing allows you to absorb and reflect the Angel's spiritual power, light, and consciousness.
There is great benefit in occasionally and then more often identifying yourself as the Angel rather than as a personality self. Know yourself as the Angel who is working to free, empower, and infuse your personality with all of its qualities of light, power, and consciousness. With this knowing, you can consciously assist the Angel in receiving its higher consciousness and knowing that this is who you are.

Receiving Transmissions from the Angel

The Angel has existed in a state of deep meditation, focused on higher worlds, until you call upon it. When you can sense and work with this Angel, it turns its focus upon you, for you are ready to receive its light, energy, and consciousness.

Let this Angel transmit spiritual power to you, acting as an intermediary for the Will to Initiate. This is the power to sustain higher states, patterns, and new consciousness. Let this Angel bestow upon you the consciousness that allows you to be in the flow, to clear and release all unwanted energies, and to put your true Self in control. The Angel connects you more strongly with your Divine purpose so you can fulfill the Divine plan of your life with every thought, word, deed, and action.

As you open the channel to this Angel by becoming aware of it, standing in its aura, and calling upon it, this Angel infuses you with spiritual power to act on what you believe in, to say the words you mean, to express love in ways that empowers others rather than saving them or taking away the consequences of their actions, and to do what you know is right under all circumstances.

Contact with your solar Angel will help you integrate the energies of the Will to Initiate you have brought in so that you can progress with more certainty, strength, and courage along your path of evolution. The Will of this Angel reinforces your will. The strength, courage, and wisdom of this Angel become your strength, courage, and wisdom.
Let this Angel impart to you the spiritual power to bring out all that is good and beautiful within you, and to also bring out the good and beautiful in everyone and in all life around you. The radiance of your light and higher vibration will offer this gift to anyone who is receptive and open to this light.

As you stand in the radiant field of illumination coming from the solar Angel, the Angel transmits the Will to Initiate to you, changing the lesser patterns into greater, more beautiful, and complete ones. As these Divine patterns meet the lesser patterns within your being, the lesser patterns open up and become more beautiful. You might notice many patterns changing in your life as you continue to do this, such as habits of emotions, thoughts, ways of being, even the way you organize your life and home!

The Angel can transmit more of its power to you as you stay in a receptive, open state and are willing to receive and use the energy being sent. Be present with this Angel and let Divine Will and Power flow into you, an electrical force that moves energy and creates change. Receive this undefeatable and undeflectable power, bringing you the needed spiritual power to serve, to walk on a path of light, to move through all obstacles, and to create good.

After you have received from your Angel of the Presence, you are released to go back to the world with new qualities of light. You return with greater power and strength to bring your life into alignment with your Divine blueprint, and to serve the whole of life with your consciousness, light, and energy.

**Action Affirmation:** I receive from the Solar Angel all the light, energy, and consciousness that is mine to know and be. I work with the Angel to transform all the lesser patterns into greater ones, and to release and clear all lower, lesser, and inappropriate energies from my body, emotions, and mind.

**Angelic healing attunements:** Working with the angels of love and light for healing oneself, others and the Earth, with two healing shakti. When you connect with your Solar Angel you can become a channel for healing energies brought in either directly from your angel or as shakti. While not everybody can feel subtle energies, one thing that convinces people of the reality of Angels is the ability to facilitate contact, to channel an energy from their angel that allows them to feel angelic Love. This of course is in the realm of the mystical.
Angel light shakti
An all purpose healing energy. This can be used hands on or remotely for your self and others for physical, emotional or mental healing (Healing means Wholeness and does not mean the same as cure. No medical claims are made for this or any other shakti) You can also use these shakti in Earth Healing and for situations.

This Initiation is life changing and connects you to the "Angel Of Golden Light." The Angel Of Golden Light will then help you perform physical healings for yourself and others increasing your healing effectiveness 50 fold.

A very powerful Transmission from the Golden Angel of Light is enabled.

This transmission facilitates balancing of all meridians and chakras.

This transmission will impart the Holy Words Of Wisdom to the Adept.

This transmission will impart BLISS to the adept.

This is one of the most Sacred events in a human's life and this transmission is activable one time a week!

Angels touch shakti (also called Love Godness) This shakti works on issues of self esteem, the ability to give and receive unconditional love and divine love and brings in energies and awareness of spiritual love and union.

Transmission of energies and personalized attunement from your Solar Angel
These are energies and attunement chosen by your angel in accord with your highest good at the time. Your angel may choose to send you energy transmissions during the time you set aside daily to commune with your angel.

In Closing
Your experience will be unique to you. Angels have a sense of humor,"Lighten up" is a big part of the message they want to share with us. Do not be surprised if the messages and signs from your angel are not all serious and intense. Solar angels have appeared as Gigantic Elvis! (had to do with
sovereignty, and the power of the angelic realms "the King"). One woman told me that during the very serious angel seminar she went to, her angel was turning somersaults all over the room. While the scent of flowers is a well known angel signal they have been known to fill a room with the scent of pizza.

**On the matter of angel names** remember that any name is for your convenience and is as close to the vibration energy of the angels being and relationship to you that it can get. They don't use names as such among themselves because they don't sense themselves as separate from each other in the way we do. Getting a name is not really of importance. If or When you do get a name don't be surprised if its not the kind of name you expected an angel to have. Some people receive Angel names like Anterielle and Valenceala but others Angels use names like Bob, Lonnie or Melvan.

**Crystals** used in angel meditations include Quartz, Celestite, Angelite, Laramar, Labradorite, Sunstone, Rose quartz, Amethyst, Emerald, Diamond and many more.

Awareness of your blessings and cultivating your appreciation and thankfullness for all the wonders and joys of your life and surroundings is a primary way to raise your vibration and expand your ability to experience the energies and communicate with the realm of the angels.

**A Guided meditation, Walk With Your angel**
(You may want to tape this so that you can close your eyes while doing the visualization) allow your self to Relax, relax completely... You are walking in a beautiful meadow on the edge of a forest... the garden is full of wild flowers, all colors of flowers the fragrance fills the air butterflies float from flower to flower... birds fly above you singing sweetly... the Sun shines brightly... you walk on among the beautiful flowers continue walking across the beautiful meadow toward the trees... now as you approach the forest of lush green trees... You become aware of your Angel approaching you, Walk toward your angel who moves forward, to meet you, open your heart as your angel meets and embraces you feel the love and understanding of your own
angel who has known you always and loves you unconditionally… walk with your angel under the trees and in the beautiful garden listen and hear, see, feel the message of your angels LOVE and continued presence in your life, walk with your angel and receive the gift of understanding from your angel...( Ask for and receive guidance, your angel may have a gift or symbol for you to have to help you in connecting with the angel ),....... Now as you pause your angel and you embrace .... slowly return toward the meadow, as you enter the sunlight you gently return to your self in the now, Knowing that your Angel is with you always. You can always return to the garden and walk with your angel.

ANGELIC HEALING INITIATION

Angel Light is a form of healing that is available to anyone. All one needs to do is ask and it will be given. This healing works by bringing in LIGHT to transmute darkness and negativity which can cause dis-ease. It also balances the chakra or energy centers.

In order to receive this healing ability, a small ceremony is done.

Choose a peaceful place where you will not be interrupted.

Wear white clothing from head to foot and prepare a small altar in the center of the room. Cover this altar with a white towel or cloth. Fill a bowl with drinking water and light a white candle and place these items on the altar. Kneel upright in front of the altar.

Center yourself and open your heart center as much as possible.

State the following invocation ~

"Lord (or God, Spirit, Creator of All That Is, etc.), please bless me, that I may be initiated into your divine healing service.

I pledge my heart and hands to the healing of all humanity.

I humbly give thanks to thee, amen."
Take a sip from the bowl of water on the altar and place your head down on the floor (so that your heart is higher than your head) and remain for three full minutes.

You are now initiated into Angel Light Healing.

You may feel an intense heat from within, you may get intuitive feelings of other presences (legions of angelic beings) applauding you, you might have beeps or ringing in your ears.

These are all signals of higher frequency beings aligning with you to assist you in your request to carry forth the living, healing light of the Source.

STANDARD HEALING POSITION
Have the person you are going to work on lay down comfortably on his/her back, if possible.
Place your right hand on the person's abdomen and the left hand on top of the person's head. State silently or aloud: "Angels, please heal" to start the energy flow.
Keep your hands in this position for at least three minutes. Say "Thank You" to stop the energy flow, but make sure to leave your hands on the body for 1-3 more minutes so that the chords of light can dissipate.
A note of caution: Do not use this or any other healing technique on anyone without that person's permission.

Go forth and work with the Angels. Ask that they walk amongst us and show us our path to enlightenment. Ask that we are open to messages and guidance and that they help us heal the world and ourselves.

Blessed be.

Lineage: ~~ALAYA ~~ Founder of Angel Light Initiation ~~ Susan Beaumont ~~ Sheryl Carter

Additional Angel Information

http://members.aol.com/webangelgt/med.html
http://www.geocities.com/wingsofhl/angellinks.html